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1. Consider the nonlinear system

[*,1 _ l-z*, + *1- 4lt't-t '^ .l (1)
l*r)- | zx1x2-Gx2 I

(a) Determine all points of equilibrium

(b) Determine the linearization at all points of equilibrium

(c) Determine the type of stability of the nonlinear system at all points
of equilibrium

2. Determine a strong Lyapunov function for

lirl l-z 2l lxrl
[*,] = [-' .] [;;l

at equilibrium x [ol- [o]

3. Let xs, x1€ R. Consider the cost function and boundary conditions

rT
J@0, x) = Jo 

@GD2 dt, x(0) = xo, x(1) - xr.

(a) Determine a solution x*(r) that solve the Euler-Lagrange equation
and x* (0) = xo, x*(T) = 1r.

(b) Is the solution of x* (r) globally optimal?

4. The classic Pontryagin's minimum principle supplies necessary conditions
if the flnal time I is fixed. \.Mhat f,rst-order condition is added if we, now,
optimize over the flnal time 7 as well?

5. Consider the system

*(t) =2(l- u(t)), x(0) = 1

with a(r) free to choose, u(t) €- R and with cost

fl I ".Iro,rt =J -x(r) + ru'(r)dr.
(a) Determine the Hamiltonian

.. 
(b) Determine the costate p(r) explicitly as function of time



(c) Determine the optimal input u(r) explicitly as function of time

(d) Determine the optimal state x(f) explicitly as function of time

(e) Suppose next that u(t) is restricted to u(t) € [-1, 1]. \t\lhat is the op-
timal input now?

6. Consider the infinite horizon cost

Jtr,,n)(x(r),u(-)) = [* t1*G),u(t)) dt.
Jr

A terminal cost is absent. We assume that the value function exists.

(a) Argue that the value function V (x, t) does not depend on time f

(b) So we can write the value function as V(x). Use this to simpliff the
HIB equation (only the differential equation; discard the flnal time
condition.)

(c) Consider next the integrator system i(t) = u(t) and that u(t) is free
to choose, u(t) e R, and suppose that the cost is

I @0, u(.)) = ,[- x2 (t) + ua (t) d t .

Show that the only nonnegative solution V(x) with V@) = 0 of the
HJB equation is I/(x) = clxlT , and determine the constant c and con-
stant I.

problem: I 2 3 4 5 6

points: 3+3+3 3 2+2 2 2+3+3+3+4 3+2+5

Exam grade is 1 + 9plp-*.

Euler-Lagrange:

td d a\
\*- * *)r{t'xtt)'i(/))= o

Beltrami:

OFF- -i=Cox

Standard Hamiltonian equations for initial conditioned state:

dH(x.n.u\.
i-= ----:-:r--:---_ r(0) = r0,

0p

. dHlx, p, u), dS(x(i"))
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LQ Riccati differential equation:

PG) = -pl)a- Ar p(t) + p(t)BR-r Br pG) - e, P(D = s

Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman:

dV(x.rl ldV(x.t\ I
---:-----: + min I --# f (x, u) + L(x, n) | = g, V(x, I) = S(x)0t ue[J [ 1xt ]


